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Based on the seismic design codes to prevent soft-story 

failure, columns of a soft story must be designed for 

amplified loads due to the discontinuity of braces or shear 

walls in that story. Because of the masonry infill walls 

discontinuity, Soft story failure has been reported in the 

recent earthquakes. Most national seismic design codes don't 

consider the effect of masonry infill walls for the design of 

the soft story. This paper aims to investigate the soft story 

failure and then present a simple formula for the design of 

soft-story in moment resisting frame structures. In this paper, 

the different arrangements of masonry infill walls are 

considered. Structural modeling was carried out based on 

reliable parameters and some national or international 

seismic design codes. By using nonlinear static analysis, a 

simple methodology is proposed and the main result is a 

simple formula that can be used for the engineering design of 

concrete moment resistant frames. 
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1. Introduction 

Masonry infill walls exist in several 

buildings but their role in the rehabilitation 

and retrofitting of the structures is neglected 

by most structural engineers. Research on the 

behavior of frames with masonry infill walls 

has been started in the 1950s. Several lateral 

loading tests have been done on the full-scale 

and prototype models including masonry 

infill walls. The material property of the 

frames was almost reinforced concrete or 

steel and infill materials consist of bricks, 

concrete blocks (reinforced or not), or 

reinforced concrete. The main effective 

parameters in the behavior and failure modes 

of the frames with masonry infill walls are 

strength, stiffness, hysteresis energy 

dissipation factor, the boundary condition of 

the infill, distributions of strain and stress 

inside masonry infill walls, applied load to 

the frame, existence of openings and the 

manner of construction [1]. There are two 

general methods for considering the effects 
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of masonry infill walls in structural frames in 

the seismic design of structures [2]: 

 Modeling the infill separately and 

neglecting the interaction of masonry 

infill walls in the structural response 

 Coupled modeling of masonry infill 

walls and structural frames considering 

the interaction of infill and structural 

frame 

In the second procedure, there is the 

possibility of impacting frames by infill 

during an earthquake, leading to a great 

number of shears and bending moments in 

the columns and forming a short column 

mechanism [3]. In this case, shear failure in 

the concrete structures is possible [4]. In 

many countries, buildings are usually 

designed without considering the effects of 

infill walls on the seismic behavior of the 

structure. But it was observed that the infill 

increases the strength and stiffness of the 

frames and consequently leads to a change in 

the seismic behavior of the frames. 

Considering the importance of the topic, it is 

necessary to study the changes in the seismic 

behavior of the structures due to the 

interaction of infill walls and the structural 

frame. Several good designed structures in 

the past earthquakes neglected the effect of 

infill interaction leading them to severe 

damage [5,6]. The main negative effects of 

the infill walls in the structures are the 

followings: 

 Soft story failure (height irregularity) 

 Torsion (plan irregularity) 

 Short column (reinforced concrete 

structures) 

Masonry walls are commonly used in many 

countries (especially Asian countries like 

Iran) in the construction of buildings both as 

infill or partition walls. It is important from 

structural and architectural points of view to 

consider the effects of masonry infill walls in 

the design and retrofit of the structures [7]. 

Some of the national building codes have 

requirements for the design of the columns of 

the soft stories. There are different points of 

view in the design of beams, columns, and 

connections of the soft story in these codes. 

In many national building codes, there are no 

clear requirements for the design of soft-

story due to the removal of masonry infill 

walls [8]. 

A relatively complete review of the seismic 

behavior of masonry infills and design of 

infilled frames is presented by Tabeshpour. 

Tabeshpour has investigated several seismic 

guideline of considering masonry infill walls 

in order to compare them for seismic design 

[6–8]. He has presented the requirements and 

necessities of infilled frames from building 

code approaches and engineering 

applications. Tabeshpour et al. conducted 

research about drift of concrete structures 

with masonry infill walls to know if 

separating the infill wall from the structure is 

more proper or not? [9] 

Tabeshpour et al conducted a study to analyze 

the impact of masonry infills on the seismic 

behavior of concrete frames [9]. They 

considered different types of infill 

arrangements. The study revealed that a 

significant amount of drift occurs in the soft 

story [10], which is the story without any 

infill. Designing columns in soft stories is 

crucial to ensure a satisfactory response 

during severe earthquakes [11]. 

In order to prevent soft-story failure, columns 

should be designed for increased loads. 

Tabeshpour has conducted researches how 

increasing design load in specific columns 

can help a building resist failures [6–9]. 
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Because of significant variations in material 

properties and failure modes that are brittle, 

it's difficult to predict the masonry infill 

wall's behavior [12]. As a result, masonry 

infills have often been treated as 

nonstructural elements in buildings, and their 

effects were not included in the analysis and 

design procedure. However, experiences 

show that masonry infills may have 

significant positive or negative effects on the 

global behavior of buildings therefore, it 

should be addressed appropriately. 

For example, the Iranian Building Code 

(Standard No. 2800) recommends not 

discontinuing any lateral load-resisting 

element in the structure but if this criterion is 

not satisfied, it is recommended to increase 

the design loads of the structure to the 

followings [13,14]: 

 Dead Load + 0.8 Live Load ± 2.8 

Earthquake Load 

 0.85 Deal Load ± 2.8 Earthquake Load 

The strength of these columns doesn't need to 

be more than the maximum load that could 

be transferred by connected elements to the 

columns. The above resistance for columns is 

their ultimate strength of them. In the 

columns designed based on allowable stress 

design (ASD), this resistance is considered 

1.7 times the allowable resistance of the 

columns. It is notable that in the case of 

discontinuity of masonry infill walls the 

above load combination must be imposed, 

otherwise the soft story failure will occur. In 

the combination above, the only change is 

multiplying the earthquake load by an 

overstrength factor that here the Building 

Code suggests to be 2.8, in this research we 

will obtain a formula for predicting the 

overstrength factor. 

2. Modeling Procedure and 

Concepts 

The idea of using a single element to model 

the infill wall was always interesting because 

of having many advantages in the analyzing 

procedure [15]. A diagonal strut with proper 

mechanical behavior can be a good 

alternative for modeling infill walls [16]. here 

in this study masonry infill are considered as 

an equivalent compressive strut, which are 

diagonal and link the joints of the frames 

with length equal to diameter of the frame 

and width of 0.2 times of this value. The 

thickness of the strut is equal to the thickness 

of the wall (Fig.1) [6]. 

 
Fig. 1. Description Coupled Equivalent 

compressive strut. 

The proposed effective width of the 

equivalent strut is extremely scattered in the 

range of 0.1 to 0.35 times frame diameter. To 

obtain material properties of masonry struts, 

the Australian Code is used with 

consideration of the usual mortar and bricks 

of Iran [17] [18]. The following stress-strain 

curve is for two kinds of infill walls (17 cm 

and 23 cm respectively), obtained from the 

Australian Code. The stress-strain curve of 

masonry material in compression is in the 

shape of a parabolic curve till maximum 

stress fmo then it decreases linearly after that 

remains constant (Table1) [19]. 

Equivalent 

struts 
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Table 1. Equivalent masonry strut's material properties (figure reproduced from [20]). 

 
Thickness 

17 (cm) 

Thickness 

23 (cm) 

 

fmo (MPa) 3.68 4 

εmo 0.0014 0.0014 

fmu (MPa) 0.736 0.8 

εmu 0.0028 0.0028 

 

To consider the effect of existing openings, 

New Zealand Code's equation is used in 

which a reduction factor for the width of the 

strut is considered [17]: 

)(5.11
infill

opening

opening
L

L
  (1) 

In the above equation, λopening is the effective 

width reduction factor, LOpening is the length 

of the opening in the horizontal direction and 

Linfill is the total length of the infill wall in the 

horizontal direction. The reduction factor 

λopening equals 0.5 when there is a 33% 

opening in the infill wall and equals 0 when 

there is a 67% opening in the infill wall [21]. 

3. Modeling of elements 
OpenSees software is used to implement the 

static nonlinear analysis (pushover) [22]. 

NonlinearBeamColumn elements with fiber 

section are used to model RC elements; in 

this case, elements are divided into 

longitudinal fibers. First, the stress-strain 

relations for each fiber are determined and 

then force deformation relations for each 

section are obtained by integration of the 

stress-strain curve of section fibers. This 

integration is based on the assumption of 

small planner deflection theory without 

distortion. By using fiber sections and 

assigning them to NonlinearBeamColumn 

elements, distributed plasticity is considered 

all over the elements' length. According to 

Gauss-Lobatto's method, seven integration 

points are used in the length of elements with 

two points at the beginning and end of 

elements. For concrete properties, Concret01 

material which is a uniaxial material with 

considering stiffness degradation linearly in 

loading and unloading is used [23,24]. 

Effects of concrete confining are considered 

by Mander et al.'s research for elements' core 

(Table 2).For core concrete because of 

confinement 28 day strength of the concrete 

is considered 28 MPa, the ultimate strength 

of the concrete under ultimate load is 

considered 20% of the 28 day strength. For 

cover concrete the 28 day strength is 

considered 24 MPa. 

Table 2. Stress-strain curve of concrete fiber section [25]. 

 fmo (MPa) εmo fmu (MPa) εmu 

 

Core 28 0.0024 5.6 0.015 

Cover
* 

24 0.002 4.8 0.005 

*for beams is equal to 4 cm from each edge of the section 

*for columns is equal to 4.5 cm from each edge of the section 
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Rebars are modeled with steel02 material 

which is a uniaxial material with hardening 

based on Menegotto-Pinto's (1973) equations 

[26]. In this research, E0 equals 2X10
11

 (Pa), 

yielding stress equals 4X10
8
 (Pa) and b 

equals 1% (Fig.2) [24]. 

 
Fig. 2. Menegotto-Pinto Stress-strain curve for steel [26]. 

4. Model Description 

In this study, three types of frames with 3, 5, 

and 9 stories tall with 3 bays are investigated. 

Lengths of bays are equal to 5.5 (m) and 

story heights are 3 (m) except 3.5 (m) for the 

first story. Fig.5 shows the plan of the 

building. Arrangements of infill walls are 

categorized into 12 cases in general: middle 

bay, two side bays, and all three bays, each 

one with two types of walls with a thickness 

of 17 (cm) and 23 (cm) and with two cases of 

existence of 33% opening or without opening 

(Fig.3). The lateral force resisting system is 

an intermediate moment frame and the type 

of soil is considered as II (medium) [27]. 

Since investigating the effects of masonry 

infill walls was the main goal of this 

research, the considered frames were 

designed according to the last version of 

Iranian Building Codes without considering 

infill walls and the equivalent static lateral 

load pattern method used for the design of 

structures [28,29]. the design sections for 3 

story frame are shown in Table 3 and Fig.4, 

the design sections for 5 story frame are 

shown in Table 4 and Fig.6, the design 

sections for 9 story frame are shown in Table 

5, Fig.6 (transverse reinforcement in columns 

considered as #10@100 mm closed stirrups). 

Dead and live loads of stories were 

considered 600 (kg/m2) and 200 (kg/m2) 

respectively. These parameters were 

considered 550 (kg/m2) and 150 (kg/m2) 

respectively for the roof story. Dead loads 

were considered 100 (kg/m2) and 133 

(kg/m2) for 17 (cm) and 23 (cm) thick walls 

respectively (This paper is part of M.Sc. 

Thesis of S.M. Hosseini Gelekolai [6]). 
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Model 0 Model 1-O Model 2-O Model 3-O 

 

   

Model 1-W Model 2-W Model 3-W 

 
Fig. 3. Naming different models of existing masonry infill walls in 3 story building and wall thickness of 

17 (cm) (O: 1/3opening, W: without opening) [6]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Three-story Frame elevation view. Fig. 5. Building's plan. 

 

Table 3. Detail of Sections in 3 story frame. 

DimensionTop RebarBottom RebarDimension †Rebar ‡

40 × 405 # 222 # 2245 × 4512 # 251

40 × 355 # 222 # 2240 × 4012 # 202

40× 354 # 202 # 2040 × 4012 # 203

Story

† Dimension in cm (width × height)

‡ Number of Rebar # Rebar Diameter in mm

Column Beam

 

3@5.5m

2 

1 

3 

4 

2

D

2

L

Q 600kg / m

Q 200kg / m





3@5.5m12#20

40

40

12#25

45

45

4#20

2#20
35

40

5#22

2#20

40

40

3m

3m

3.5m

40

5#22

2#22

35
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Fig. 6. Five-story Frame elevation view. 

 

Table 4. Detail of Sections in 5 story frame. 

DimensionTop RebarBottom RebarDimension †Rebar ‡

45 × 454 # 283 # 2555 × 5512 # 301,2

45 × 354 # 282 # 2545 × 4516 # 203,4

40× 304 # 222 # 2040 × 4012 # 205

Story

† Dimension in cm (width × height)

‡ Number of Rebar # Rebar Diameter in mm

Column Beam

 

 
Fig. 7. Nine story Frame elevation view. 

3.5m65

5#30

5#25

55

45

3m

3m

3m

3m

3m

3m

3m

3m

5#30

6#22

45

45

16#20

45

45

12#28

55

55

16#30

65

4#30

3#22
35

45

16#20

45

45

12#30

55

55

12#20

40

40

45

4#28

35
2#25

4#28

3#25

45

45

4#22

2#20
30

40

3m

3m

3m

3m

3.5m
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Table 5. Detail of Sections in 9 story frame. 

DimensionTop RebarBottom RebarDimension †Rebar ‡

45 × 555 # 305 # 2565 × 6516 # 301,2,3

45 × 455 # 306 # 2255 × 5512 # 284,5,6

45× 354 # 303 # 2245 × 4516 # 207,8,9

Story

† Dimension in cm (width × height)

‡ Number of Rebar # Rebar Diameter in mm

Column Beam

 

5. Determining of Overstrength 

Factor 

To determine the overstrength factor α for the 

first story column, the trial and error method 

is used, in this method dimension of the first 

story column in the direction of the frame 

will increase by 2.5 cm increment and in the 

perpendicular direction the dimension of the 

column remains unchanged and also the 

rebar percentage remains constant. For 

example a rebar percentage equal to 2.9 % in 

a 45x45 cm section, 12#25 (i.e. 12 number of 

rebar with a diameter size of 25 mm) was 

used, for the final section of this case, a 

50x45 cm section with 12#26.36 was 

obtained in which the rebar percentage 

remains 2.9%. The increment of column 

dimension is continued till the disappearance 

of the soft story mechanism, it means that 

when the first story drift reaches 1 % (half of 

the Life-Safety acceptance criteria) upper 

stories' walls fail and story drift is distributed 

between stories. This leads the structure to 

have more ductile behavior and there is no 

drift localization in the first story. Reaching 

the final state, the ratio of the strength of the 

final column to the strength of the initial 

columns is named as overstrength factor α. In 

Figures 8 and 9 obtaining α factor for model 

3-O in 3 story frame is shown [6]. 

 
Fig. 8. Pushover curves for 3 story frame model 3-O with 17 cm thickness. 
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Fig. 9. Story drift for 3 story frame model 0-bare frame without strut. 

As shown in Fig.8 adding masonry infill 

walls lead to stiffening the structure and the 

slope at the pushover curves will increase 

therefore the maximum strength will 

increase. Since infill walls are brittle material 

and have high stiffness, in the distribution of 

forces between elements, these walls bear a 

large amount of lateral load till they fail. 

After the failure of infill walls, a drop in 

stiffness (slope) and strength of pushover 

curves occurs [30]. As can be seen in Fig.8, 

after the failure of the infill walls the slope of 

the pushover curve will be the same as model 

zero 0 (bare frame) [31–35]. Now to obtain 

the α factor the maximum strength in 

pushover curves for two cases should be 

compared. The first case is the bare frame 

with masonry struts in upper stories model 3-

O (bare frame + strut) and the second one is 

the bare frame with masonry strut in upper 

stories with stronger first story columns 

(designed frame + strut) [1,2,6]: 

2542.1
884677

1109563

1

2 
V

V
  (2) 

As shown in the pushover curves, by 

considering infill walls the stiffness and 

strength of buildings are increased compared 

to a building without considering infill walls. 

It is a valuable phenomenon and has 

engineering advantages, but because of the 

discontinuity of infill walls in the first story, 

the stiffness and strength of this story are less 

than the upper story causing localizations of 

drift and deformations in this story. As shown 

in Fig.10, first-story drift increases rapidly 

and plastic hinges form in the first story's 

columns. Fig.9 shows story drift for 3 stories 

bare frame model 0 (bare frame without 

strut), as it was predictable, drifts of the 

frame are distributed along with the height of 

the frame. Fig.10 shows story drift for 3 story 

frames with infill of 17 cm thickness model 

3-O (bare frame+strut) versus top 

displacement. Drift concentration in story 1 

is seen. If the first story is designed by 

overstrength factor α as shown in Fig.11, 

there will be no deformation localization in 

the first story and all story drifts are 

increasing uniformly. Fig.11 shows story drift 

for 3 story frame model 3-O (designed 

frame+strut) that has been designed for the 

soft story. It is seen that there is no drift 

concentration in stories. Fig.12 shows 

masonry infill shear versus top displacement 

for 3 story frame model 3-O (designed 

frame+strut) and Fig.13 shows masonry 

strut's shear versus each story drift for 3 story 

frame model 3-O (designed frame+strut) 

which both of them show the efficiency of 

the strut model. 
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Fig. 10. Story drift for 3 story frame model 3-O with 17 cm thickness-bare frame+strut. 

 
Fig. 11. Story drift for 3 story frame model 3-O with 17 cm thickness-designed frame+strut 

 
Fig. 12. Masonry infill shear versus top displacement for 3 story frame model 3-O with 17 cm -designed 

frame+strut. 
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Fig. 13. Masonry infill shear versus story drift for 3 story frame model 3-O with 17 cm thickness -

designed frame+strut. 

6. Pushover Analyses Results 

For 5 story and 9 story frames, the same 

procedures have been done and the results 

show the same effect of masonry infill walls. 

The obtained results of analyzing the models 

are shown in the tables below. These results 

help us to find a reasonable trend in the 

overstrength factor α in different models. As 

can be seen from the tables 7 and 8, the 

masonry infill walls have less effect on the 

frames’ behavior of 5 and 9 story frames 

since the columns of these frames are big in 

size and so are stronger than the masonry 

infill walls. 

Table 6. Overstrength factor α for 3 story frame. 

Infill 17,(L/3)opening 17,wo opening 23,(L/3)opening 23,wo opening 

Model Number 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 

α 1 1 1.25 1 1.68 2.69 1 1.39 1.74 1.38 2.6 4.03 

Table 7. Overstrength factor α for 5 story frame. 

Infill 17,(L/3)opening 17,wo opening 23,(L/3)opening 23,wo opening 

Model Number 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 

α 1 1 1 1 1.38 1.91 1 1 1.43 1 1.79 3.84 

Table 8. Overstrength factor α for 9 story frame. 

Infill 17,(L/3)opening 17, wo opening 23,(L/3)opening 23, wo opening 

Model Number 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 1-O 2-O 3-O 1-W 2-W 3-W 

α 1 1 1 1 1 1.3 1 1 1 1 1.3 1.67 
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Fig. 14. Overstrength factor α for 3,5,9 story frames. 

 
Fig. 15. Overstrength factor α in general. 

The results show that by increasing the ratio 

and thickness of infill walls, this factor (α) 

increases; also by increasing the number of 

stories (increasing column's dimension) the 

effects of infill wall decrease. The 

overstrength factor α for 9 story frame is 

greater than one in just three cases as shown 

in Table 8. 

Remarkably, obtained values for α factor for 

different buildings are related to each other 

as shown in Fig.14. If we modify the 

masonry strut area ratio (masonry strut area 

divided by plan area multiplied by the 

number of stories minus one, divided by 

square of the number of stories) all the points 

in Fig.14 could be illustrated in Fig.15. 
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According to Figure 15, for each number of 

stories between 3 to 9 in the case of the 

probability of soft-story failure, the α factor 

would be obtained from equation (3) based 

on masonry area: 

2.0
N 

1-N
)(50

2


plan

infills

A

A
  (3) 

In this formula Ainfills is the cross-sectional 

area of equivalent masonry struts, Aplan is the 

total area of the building's plan, and N is the 

number of stories of the building. 

The design of soft-story due to the 

discontinuity of masonry infill walls was 

investigated in this paper. For this purpose, 

some case studies including 3-, 5- and 9-

story RC frames with intermediate moment-

resisting frames were carried out and all of 

these structures were the same in the plan. 

The frames were designed based on the 

Iranian Seismic Code of practice (Standard 

No. 2800) for lateral and gravity loads. It is 

notable that the Iranian Seismic Code of 

practice is very similar to UBC-97 and 

therefore, it covers many buildings around 

the world. Several arrangements of infill 

walls with different thicknesses and openings 

were considered. The main aim of this paper 

was to investigate the soft story failure 

mechanism in the first story of these 

buildings according to patterns of infill walls 

distribution and determine α factor for 

strengthening first story columns to avoid 

soft-story failure, named the overstrength 

factor equal to 2.8 in Iranian Building Code. 

The Iranian Code considers shear walls and 

braces discontinuity only, but the obtained 

factor considers discontinuity of masonry 

infill walls. To determine this factor, 

nonlinear pushover analysis was applied by 

choosing each case and analyzing it. Finally, 

all data of this factor for several buildings 

and patterns were illustrated in one diagram 

and by eliminating the effects of the numbers 

of stories in these data a unit curve and 

equation were obtained for determining this 

factor in structures at the design phase. 

The structure with an equivalent strut is 

analyzed using pushover analysis, and drift 

localization in the first story was observed, in 

this state first story columns reached 

collapsed drift (4%) after a little 

displacement, but the upper story drifts were 

so much smaller than the first story. 

In the next analysis, by increasing the 

dimension of columns by 2.5 (cm) steps with 

fixed longitudinal rebar percentage section 

properties of columns were obtained to avoid 

soft-story failure in the first story, and this 

led to the distribution of drift between 

stories. Finally, the overstrength factor α was 

obtained by comparing the final column's 

strength and the initial column's strength. 

7. Conclusions 

The most important conclusions are as 

follows: 

 The overstrength factor for several 

states was obtained and a good and 

reasonable trend was observed. 

Pushover curves show the importance 

of infill walls' effects on the structure's 

behavior and localization of stress and 

drift. 

 Low strength or thin infill walls have 

an overstrength factor of the unit, 

which means that there is no need to 

strengthen the first-story columns. 

 In the design procedure by calculating 

the infill walls ratio using architectural 

plans and the number of stories the 

overstrength factor α could be 
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determined and applied in designing by 

formulae represented in equation (3). 

 For strengthening existing buildings 

(rehabilitation), building masonry infill 

walls in the first story bays, or using 

friction dampers or rehabilitating the 

first story’s columns is recommended. 

The first option it means adding 

masonry infill walls in the first story to 

eliminate the discontinuity of the 

stiffness and strength of the structure 

by adding these walls in the first story, 

but some times in the first story we 

have parking or stores so we cannot 

add these walls. The second option will 

increase the stiffness and strength of 

the first floor which may be expensive 

because of these new and costly 

devices and the third option means 

adding concrete jacketing to the first 

story to increase the stiffness and 

strength of the first story which this 

option is more comfortable and cheaper 

than the second one. 
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